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Abstract
The paper reconceptualizes Constraint Grammar as a framework where the rules refine the compact representations of local ambiguity while the rule conditions are matched against a string of feature vectors that summarize the compact representations. Both views to the ambiguity are processed with pure finite-state operations. The compact representations are mapped to feature vectors with the aid of a rational power series. This magical interconnection is not less pure than a prevalent interpretation that requires that the reading set provided by a lexical transducer is magically linearized to a marked concatenation of readings given to pure transducers. The current approach has several practical benefits, including the inward deterministic way to compute, represent and maintain all the applications of the rules in the sentence.

1 Introduction
Constraint Grammar (CG) (Karlsson et al., 1995) is a text parsing method with benefits over statistical methods: a low memory footprint, run-time speed, linguistic detail, data bootstrapping, incremental development, and applicability to linguist’s needs. Despite its wide use, the common understanding about its algorithms is still shallow. The current work attempts to reduce this gap.

1.1 The Background
The dawn of CG was marked by a number of related developments. Some resource sensitive parsers (Marcus, 1980; Krauwer and des Tombe, 1981; Church, 1988; Blank, 1989) had started to simplify over the parsers based on augmented transition networks (Woods, 1970). The Taggit program (Greene and Rubin, 1971; according to Tapanainen 1999) was an early context-dependent tagger. Some generative grammars were related to automata and local constraints both in syntax (Peters and Ritchie, 1969; Joshi and Levy, 1982), and in phonology (Johnson, 1972; Koskenniemi, 1983). Their constraints were similar to local grammars that describe word chain characteristics (Gross, 1968; Maurel, 1989; Mohri, 1994). The systems of hard constraints gave rise to consistency enforcing methods (Huffman, 1971; Barton, Jr., 1986; Maruyama, 1990).

The CG framework (Karlsson et al., 1995) applies disjunctively ordered rules iteratively to implement a system of soft constraints. Some CG parsers have been described (Karlsson, 1990; Tapanainen, 1996; Graña et al., 2003; Didriksen, 2010; Peltonen, 2011; Hulden, 2011).

The several later parsing methods bear similarities to CG. These include Finite-State Intersection Grammar (FSIG) (Koskenniemi et al., 1992), cascade parsing and chunking (Joshi and Hopely, 1996; Abney, 1991; Grefenstette, 1999), replace rule sequences (Karttunen, 1997; Ait-Mokhtar and Chanod, 1997), lenient composition (Karttunen, 1998), voting constraints (Oflazer and Tür, 1997), error-driven parsing (Brill, 1992; Lager, 2001), bi-machines (Roche, 1994; Skut et al., 2004; Peikov, 2006), iterated finite transducers (Roche, 1997b; Bordihn et al., 2006), restarting automata and contextual grammars (Plátek et al., 2003; Jurdziński et al., 2005), and logic programming (Lindberg and Eineborg, 1998; Lager and Nivre, 2001).

Throughout the paper, the discussion is made more concrete by experiments on a version of the Finnish Constraint Grammar (FINCG), a freely available rule set developed originally for Finnish by Fred Karlsson in Helsinki. The preliminary experiments merely suggest the rough degrees of cardinality in various aspects of processing complexity.
1.2 The Contributions

The current independent work of the author (Yli-Jyrä, 2010) aims at reconceptualizing CG parsing in the framework of finite automata. It describes an efficient parsing procedure where the local ambiguity is summarized with feature vectors. Moreover, a nearly complete CG rule compiler and a partially implemented parser are briefly reported.

The presented approach is in strict contrast to some prior parsers where the local ambiguity domains are represented, tested and reduced by manipulating a linear representation of the set of readings. The linear representation gives rise to CG parsing as transducer sequences (proposed by Lauri Karttunen; see Voutilainen 1994:39, Koskenniemi 1997, Peltonen 2011, Hulden 2011), but is likely to become a bottleneck if syntactic functions and argument structures are provided in the input. In contrast, the current proposal eliminates the distinct syntactic disambiguation rules and compacts the representation of local ambiguity domains.

The current work uses pure finite-state automata that are described, at a high level, using rational sets and series. On the other hand, the paper involves schematic string matching and bidirectional memoization when intersecting automata. These low-level techniques are efficient but differ from standard sequential processing models.

The paper transfers some techniques from the author’s prior research on FSIG parsing to the CG framework: (1) Indexing the transition labels of a template automaton will compress the implementation of reading subsets (Yli-Jyrä, 1995). (2) The split languages of the form \( L \subseteq \Sigma^* \Delta \Sigma^* \) (\( \Sigma, \Delta \) disjoint alphabets) will represent context conditions (Yli-Jyrä, 2011a). (3) The position-wise flag diacritics (Yli-Jyrä, 2011b) will postpone the computation of negation in negative contexts. (4) On-the-fly inward determinization (Yli-Jyrä, 2010; Yli-Jyrä, 2011a) will facilitate the iterated computation of product automata. (5) Preference relations (Yli-Jyrä, 2007) will enable the ordering of rules and their potential applications. (6) The infiltration operation (Sakarovitch, 2009) — a natural implementation of simple multitape automata (Yli-Jyrä, 2005) — will elegantly compile the rule conditions. (7) The string schemas (Yli-Jyrä, 1995; Yli-Jyrä, 2005; Yli-Jyrä, 2011b) will reduce the length of paths in automata. It is expected that the started CG implementation effort will produce ideas that will reciprocally enrich the FSIG framework.

2 The Primary Representation

The Tokens The natural language sentence — the input of the parser — is preprocessed for parsing by segmenting it into orthographic words aka tokens \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \). Thus, we obtain e.g. the orthographic words "<It>", "<rains>", "<.>" from the sentence “It rains.” for the lexical look-up. The resulting segmentation must be unique.

The lexicon is a regular relation that relates the orthographic words with strings consisting of lexemes, morphological labels, syntactic labels and semantic labels — we will call all these symbols naively just tags and their strings readings.

For every token \( t_i \) (1 \( \leq \) \( t_i \) \( \leq \) \( n \)), the lexicon provides a set of token-analysis pairs \((t_i, a_{i,j})\) that are linearized to a set of strings \( t_i a_{i,j} \) as in (1) — in general, such linearization is not a regular relation, and it would be purer to drop the orthographical word in the analysis. Nevertheless, the set is not converted to a linear string in the current work.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ &<\text{muuta}>"\text{muu}\" \text{ QPRON} \text{ PTIV SG} \\
&<\text{muuta}>"\text{muuttaa}\" \text{IMPV ACT SG2} \\
&<\text{muuta}>"\text{muuttaa}\" \text{VPRES/IMPFV ACT SG2} \\
&<\text{muuta}>"\text{muuttaa}\" \text{VPTV SG} \\
&<\text{muuta}>"\text{muuttaa}\" \text{VPRES/IMPFV ACTNEG} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The Cohort Automata The purpose of the CG parser is to reduce excessive readings through removals and selections. By a metaphor, the group of readings for each token is called a cohort and the readings manipulated by the operations are called targets.

The current parser contains a custom input function for cohorts. This produces deterministic acyclic finite automata \( c_1, \ldots, c_n \), called cohort automata (Figure 1), and minimizes them. The cohort automata constitute the primary representation of the cohorts.

![Figure 1: A cohort automaton.](image)

The operators of the CG rules (Tapanainen, 1996) define how cohort automata change if the rules are applied to them. Each operator is a regular relation. To avoid non-termination (Didriksen, 2010), we exclude all rule operators that replace readings, shorten the readings (e.g. by removing e-tags), and introduce readings. This leaves such
operators that refine the cohort strictly monotonically: readings are removed with the \texttt{REMOVE} and \texttt{SELECT} operators and new (irreversible) distinctions are introduced with the \texttt{ADD} operator.

\textbf{The Template Automaton} A common experience is that the interface between the grammar and the morphological component gets easily broken if one component is changed. It is thus desirable that CG grammars are augmented with a specification that describes the possible readings by a \textit{template automaton}, a simple positional model (a linear finite automaton) for the tags.

The grammar distinguishes only a finite number of different kinds of tags. In this sense, the tags (the tag types) form a finite set, $T$. The interface of FINCG needs some 1230 tags, slightly more than are actually used by the rules.

A template automaton for the FINCG is given by a regular expression (2). The special symbol 0 is interpreted as the empty string. This gives an automaton with 1272 transitions (removing the symbol 0 results in 3853 transitions).

\begin{align*}
(*<>*|<a\_jan>*|...) 0 (*<(.* ja)>*r|...) 0 \\
(**>|aamu|...) 0 (DV-JA|...) 0 (0|DEM|...) \\
(a|V|...) (0|PRES|...) (0|ACT|...) (0|SG1|...) \\
(0|CMP|...) (0|ALL|...) (0|SG|...) (0|p-3|...) \\
(k0|han|...) 0 (0|ADVL|SUBJ|...). \tag{2}
\end{align*}

\textbf{The Dynamic Aspects} The expression (2) uses two meta-symbols: *<>* matches any orthographical strings such as *<foo>*, and *>* matches any lexemes. The tags such as *<(.* ja)>*r are inserted by the input function to the reading strings when the regular expression in it matches the orthographical string such as *<opetta_ja>*r.

When the parser is used, the conformance of the readings against the model (2) is checked on the fly. The reported anomalies in the lexicon can then be fixed in order to optimize the interoperability between the lexicon and the grammar. In addition, the tags in all readings are indexed with the corresponding source states in the template automaton. The tag \texttt{DEM}, for example, thus becomes \texttt{DEM7}. There are tags that can correspond to several states — especially if the template automaton is without the symbol 0.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{boolean_lattice.png}
\caption{An excerpt of the Boolean lattice.}
\end{figure}

3 Testing the Cohorts

3.1 The Features of Readings

The CG-2 rules refer to the abstract features of complete readings through tags, combined tags, lists, and sets (Tapinainen, 1996) — let us call them \textit{set definitions}. Each set definition $\alpha$ has the denotation $[[\alpha]]$ that is a subset of the readings recognized by the template automaton. Two definitions are \textit{equivalent} if their denotations coincide. The special expression (*$\ast$*) subsumes the whole universe while expression (N SG) subsumes all Singular Noun readings.

In the VISL CG-3 (Didriksen, 2010) system and the current system, the order of tags does not matter i.e. $[[(N SG)]] = [[(SG N)]]$. The denotationally equivalent set definitions form, thus, a Boolean lattice (Figure 2) with denotational union (OR), denotational intersection (AND), and denotational complement (\text{\$\cdot\$}) operations. The implementation of these operations benefits from the restrictions imposed by the template automaton.

The denotation $S \subseteq T^*$ of every set definition, i.e. a feature $f$, gives rise to a weighted finite automaton (Sakarovitch, 2009) that recognizes its characteristic series $\chi_f: T^* \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ defined by $\chi_f(x)=1$ for all $x \in S$ and $\chi_f(x)=0$ otherwise. We will call this automaton a \textit{feature automaton}. A simple expression, (v), compiles into an automaton with more than 1100 (logical) transitions. To test a feature $f$ against a reading $r \in T^*$, we simply compute $\chi_f(r)$ with the automaton.

When extended to the set of all features $F$ in the grammar, the feature automaton recognizes a series $T^* \rightarrow \mathbb{N}^F$ whose coefficients are integer vectors. The easiest implementation of this would be the union of $[F]$ feature automata. The size of this automaton is a severe problem. In the FINCG rule set, the set of tags ($T$) and the set of features ($F$) have roughly the same cardinality (respectively: 1133, 1216). Thus, more than a million (logical) transitions are traversed to check all the readings and features in the worst case (consider a cohort.
automaton that equals the template automaton). A minimal deterministic automaton is not likely to be any better solution as the deterministic union of all feature automata requires, in the worst case, \(O(2^{\|F\|})\) different final states.

To reduce the complexity of the deterministic union of feature automata, the parser uses a contraction technique (Yli-Jyrä, 1995; Yli-Jyrä, 1997; Roche, 1997a) that hides transitions that are irrelevant to feature recognition. The resulting deterministic automaton will match indexed subsequences in the readings. Given that \(N\) and \(\text{GEN}\) are labels that occur respectively in states 8 and 13 of the template automaton, the set definition \((N \setminus \text{GEN})\) corresponds to a 3-state automaton that recognizes the subsequences

\[
\begin{align*}
N_8(\{0_{13}|\text{ABE}_{13}|\text{ABL}_{13}|\text{ACC}_{13}|\text{ADE}_{13}|\text{ALL}_{13}|\text{CMT}_{13}| \\
\text{ELA}_{13}|\text{ESS}_{13}|\text{ILL}_{13}|\text{INE}_{13}|\text{INS}_{13}|\text{LAT}_{13}|\text{LOC}_{13}| \\
\text{MAN}_{13}|\text{NOM}_{13}|\text{PTV}_{13}|\text{TRA}_{13}) \tag{3}
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.2 The Features of Cohorts

In general, the cohorts may mix both readings that satisfy a given feature and readings that do not satisfy it. Therefore, the features become 3-valued at the cohort level: they can be positive (+), negative (−) or ambivalent (?). Testing the cohorts corresponds to computing the function: \(2^T \rightarrow \{+,-,\?\}^F\), where the domain \(2^T\) contains all the possible cohorts and the range \(\{+,-,\?\}^F\) contains all combinations of the features.

For each cohort, the truth-value of a particular feature \(f\) is determined by counting the number of true readings in the domain of \(\chi\) when it is restricted to the set of readings \(S\) in the cohort automaton: the feature automaton is first restricted with the cohort and then the sum of the successful paths is computed e.g. by replacing all the inputs with the empty string. Thus, we compute \(\sum_{x \in S} \chi_f(x)\).

In order to get the correct counts, the feature automata must be path unambiguous i.e. they assign, at the most, one successful path to each tag sequence. Ensuring an unambiguous automaton for set definitions like (C or "että") requires special attention, because the features C and "että" are non-exclusive and are separately true in the reading ("<että" **että** SUB C).

Finally, the integer vectors \(N^F\) are mapped to the vectors of (3-valued) truth values, \(\{+,-,\?\}^F\).

If the count of a feature equals the cardinality of the cohort, the feature is positive +. Otherwise, it is negative – if the cardinality is zero or ambivalent ? in other cases.

### Simple Conditions

A typical CG rule specifies three things: an operation that tells how a cohort will change if the rule is applied to it, the context specification that tells where the rule can be applied, and a target that complements the operation and the context specification. The context specification is a conjunction of simple, possibly linked, context conditions (Tapanainen, 1996).

A simple context condition in CG rules is, formally, a 6-tuplet \((\text{origin}, \text{polarity}, \text{position}, \text{mode}, \text{set definition}, \text{barrier condition})\) where

- the \text{origin} refers to the target cohort (nothing) or to the hit of the previous positive condition (\text{LINK})
- the \text{polarity} is either negative (\text{NOT}), positive (nothing), or ambivalent (\text{MIX})
- the \text{position} is either an absolute position \((@1, @2, \ldots)\), a relative position \((\ldots,-2,-1,0,1,2,\ldots)\) with 0 as the origin, or an unbounded set of relative positions outwards from the origin \((\ldots,-2,-1,0,1,2,\ldots)\)
- the \text{mode} is careful (C) or normal (nothing)
- the \text{barrier condition} is either none (nothing) or a set \(\alpha\) (\text{BARRIER} \(\alpha\)).

A condition such as \((\text{LINK, not, 0, C, N, BARRIER CLE})\) is written simply as \((\text{LINK not 0C BARRIER CLE})\). The reader is referred to CG manuals for a complete description of context conditions (Karlsson et al., 1995; Tapanainen, 1996).

The combination of polarity and mode tells how the cohort’s feature-values are converted back to Boolean truth-values needed in the grammars. This is illustrated in (4).

The core CG grammar rules — those whose operator is \text{SELECT and REMOVE} — specify a set definition called a target. A target (\text{NOM}) is, in fact, shorthand for condition (\text{MIX 0 NOM}). The condition matches cohorts where some readings contain the \text{NOM} tag and some do not.
4 The Secondary Representation

We will now see how the conjunction of the contextual conditions is represented in the parser.

4.1 Marking the Potential Applications

The Feature-Value Alphabet  Internally, the set definitions are mapped to feature numbers that form the feature alphabet $F$. The numbers of equivalent set definitions coincide. For example, the current parser assigns the feature numbers 31 and 39 to set definitions $(PTV)_{31}$ and $(\text{"yhtään" ADV})_{39}$, respectively. We write $31.PTV$ when we emphasize the feature number (the key) rather than the set definition (the legend).

The Core FINCG rules mention 1216 distinct features ($F$) and 1813 feature-value pairs such as (5.NOM+) and (11.SG?).

The secondary representation for the cohorts consists of the feature-value pairs ($P=F\times\{\cdot, -, ?\}$) and cohort boundaries (●). The pairs in $P$ are written simply as 5.NOM+ and 11.SG?. The whole sentence is represented by the ●-marked concatenation of the cohort-wise lists $c_1',...c_n'$ of $|F|$ numerically ordered feature-value pairs.

$$w = c_1'\bullet c_2'\bullet...\bullet c_n'.$$ (5)

The Rule Marker Alphabet  In order to talk about rules and where they apply, we define a symbol alphabet for the rules. First, the rules are numbered. The rule compiler assigns numbers 343 and 865 to the rules

SELECT("yhtään"ADV)$_{39}$
\[\text{IF}(\text{NOT }1(PTV))_{31},\quad (343)\]

SELECT(1.NOM)$_{821}$
\[\text{IF}(1*(VSG3)_{820}\text{BARRIER}(CLB))_{3},\quad (3.CLB)\]

For every rule, there are two rule markers that are used to indicate the satisfied context conditions of the rules. The markers form the set $R = \{@1.r\theta, @2.r\theta | r$ is a rule in the grammar}. As to FINCG, there are about 1380 SELECT/REMOVE rules and 22 (1.6%) of them use both kinds of markers.

The marker $@1.865@$ will be used to indicate the cohorts whose contexts satisfy the licensing context conditions of the rule 865. The marker $@2.865@$ will be used to indicate the cohorts that satisfy a prohibiting context condition. The prohibiting context conditions are stronger and will prevent the application of the rule even if the licensing context condition is true (Yli-Jyrä, 2011b).

The CG-3 syntax for rule conditions separates the cohort-internal negation (NOT) from the global negation (NEGATE) (Didriksen, 2010). The first refers to negative features and the second starts a prohibiting condition according to the CG rule syntax. For example, the rule 343 selects the Adverb (39.ADV) reading if the next word has no Partitive (31.PTV) readings. In contrast, the rule 865 selects the Nominative Singular (821.(NOM SG)) reading if the cohort is followed by potential (i.e. positive or ambivalent) 3rd Person Singular Verb (820.(V SG3)) within the same clause (BARRIER (3.CLB)) unless (NEGATE) the cohort is followed by potential Nominative Noun (715.(N NOM)) cohort within the same clause.

Split Languages  The string $w$ provides a matrix structure against which the licensed and prohibited applications of CG rules are indicated: for each cohort where the rule $r$ is licensed, we produce a copy of $w$ and insert the marker $@1.r\theta$ into the end of the cohort’s feature-value list in this copy. The marker $@2.r\theta$ is inserted in a similar way to other copies that indicate prohibited contexts.

Let $\Sigma = P \cup \{\bullet\}$. A language of the shape $L \subseteq \Sigma^*RS^*$ is called a split language$^1$. To facilitate the formal account of the marking, define a mapping $h : \Sigma^*RS^* \to \Sigma^*$ by $h = \{(vxy, vy) | v, y \in \Sigma^*, x \in R\}$. The inverse of the image of $w$ is $h^{-1}(w)$, the language of the possible ways to insert a rule marker into the string $w$. This language is recognized by an automaton that is very similar to the linear automaton recognizing the string $w$. The automaton has $O(n|F|)$ states and $O(n|F||R|)$ transitions.

The union of the licensing and prohibiting contexts of each rule $r$ forms a split regular language $C_r \subseteq \Sigma^*R_r\Sigma^*$ where $R_r = \{@1.r\theta, @2.r\theta\}$. For the rule, the marked copies of the string $w$ are obtained as the intersection $W_r = C_r \cap h^{-1}(w)$. The potential applications of all rules are obtained as the union $W = \bigcup_{r \in R} C_r \cap h^{-1}(w)$.

4.2 Controlling the Application Order

The prohibited applications are subtracted from the licensed ones by computing $W = \{v@1.r\theta y | v@1.r\theta y \in W, v@2.r\theta y \not\in W\}$. Such preference restrictions can be implemented with a matching

$^1$The term was proposed to me by J. Sakarovitch.

The current system is flexible enough to support any standard application mode. Normally, the application of an earlier rule in the grammar is preferred over the later rules. On the other hand, it is psycholinguistically motivated to process the sentence from left to right. By emphasizing the left-most position, for example, we get the following restriction of $W'$:

$$W'' = \{ v \in \{ x \in y \in W' \mid$$
$$\neg \exists u \in \{ x \in z \in W' \text{ s.t. } vy = uz, |u| < |v|$$
$$\neg \exists v \in \{ z \in y \in W' \text{ s.t. } q < r \}. \}$$

The obtained set $W''$ contains (at the most) one marked copy $w'$ of the sentence $w$. The marker in this copy indicates which rule is applicable to which cohort.

When given an $m$-state deterministic automaton representing the set $W$, we can compute $W'$ and $W''$ in $O(m)$ time. It should be noted that the subsets of $\{ xy \mid vy = w, x \in R \}$, where $w$ is the sentence and $R$ is the rule marker alphabet, are always regular languages and their recognizers are minimizable in linear time.

5 The Context Automata

For each rule $r \in R$, the intersection $C_r \cap h^{-1}(w)$ is computed through the well-known product construction (see Sakarovitch, 2009).

The constructed product may have a large number of states: Let the context language $C_r$ be given by an $O(n)$-state deterministic finite automaton. The minimal automaton recognizing the language $h^{-1}(w)$ has $O(n|F|)$ states. The product of these automata has, thus, $O(nm|F|)$ states. When this is repeated for all $r \in |R|$ rules, the total state complexity is $O(nm|R||F|)$.

The product is potentially constructed several times. A pathologically ambiguous cohort can be refined separately by $|R|$ rules if the targets of the rules have disjoint denotations. Therefore, the computation of the intersection is iterated $O(n|R|)$ times in the worst case. This means that the total time complexity of the context testing is $O(n^2m|R|^2|F|)$ in the worst case.

We need optimizations that reduce the effects of (1) the context states, (2) the iterations, (3) the features, and (4) the parallel rules. The following will sketch some important optimization strategies.

5.1 Reducing the Effect of Context States

The Baseline The deterministic automaton recognizing the context language $C_r$ is deterministic up to point where an $R$-transition is followed. After this point, the product automaton contains, in the worst case, $O(m)$ parallel paths (Figure 3(i)).

![Figure 3: The benefits of inward processing.](image)

Inward Processing It is desirable to find a method that computes the product or it restriction $W''$ in time that does not depend on the state complexity of the context languages. Three solutions that fulfill this condition are available:

1. The function returning $W''$ for each $w$ is a has a deterministic realization using deterministic bimachines (Skut et al., 2004; Roche, 1994; Peikov, 2006; Hulden, 2011).

2. The context language $C_r$ is recognized by an inward deterministic automaton (IDA) (Yli-Jyra, 2011a). The approach allows for greater flexibility in the application ordering.

3. An IDA can be factorized to possibly smaller left- and right-sequential transducers (Roche, 1997a). Nondeterministic bimachines could be used too (Santean and Yu, 2006).

An IDA is a nondeterministic automaton that recognizes a split language $L \subseteq \Sigma^*R^2\Sigma^*$ and is deterministic for all prefixes in $\Sigma^*$ and codeterministic for all suffixes in $\Sigma^*$. When intersected with the linear automaton representing the language $h^{-1}(w)$, the restricted product approaches the $R$-transitions deterministically from both sides (Figure 3(ii)). As a result, each of $O(n)$ positions in $w$ corresponds, at the most, to two states in the restricted product (Figure 4). With one IDA per rule, the total time complexity is bounded by $O(n^2|R|^2|F|)$.

State Explosion It would be nice to construct a combined IDA that recognizes the split language $\cup_{r \in R} C_r$. This would reduce the total computation time to $O(n^2|R||F|)$ if we assumed that parallel
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marker transitions are inserted into the result in $O(1)$ time. However, the whole grammar cannot be combined to an IDA in general. Firstly, there are simple context conditions that require a very large number of IDA states. Secondly, the size of a combined IDA would be $O(m|R|)$ if each rule-specific IDA had $m$ states at the most.

5.2 Reducing the Effect of Iterations

Dynamic Programming The product automaton is not constant, but reflects the changes in the sentence $w$ when rules are applied. With inward deterministic contexts, the product is easier to keep up to date. Namely, the previously computed product automaton can be refreshed locally around the changed cohort (Figure 3(iii)). If the distance between the successive refinements is $O(1)$ according to the amortized analysis over the total of $O(n|R|)$ refinements, the local refreshing of the product improves the time complexity to $(n|R|^2|F|)$. On-the-fly Inward Determinization When computing the intersection $C_r \cap h^{-1}(w)$ with a nondeterministic recognizer for $C_r$, the result can be determined easily on-the-fly due to the special structure of the language $h^{-1}(w)$. The result is still virtually deterministic from both sides, allowing for the efficient refreshing of the product after a cohort is refined and local changes in $w$ occur. Under the assumption of $O(1)$ distance between the refinements, the worst case time complexity is now $O(nm|R|^2|F|)$.

5.3 Reducing the Effect of Features

The Path Length Problem A problem with all intersection methods is that they process full-length paths. The feature values in each cohort are read one-by-one, resulting in many states and transitions. Because the length of the string $w$ is $O(n|F|)$, the path length is a practically significant problem.

5.4 Reducing the Effect of Rules

The contracted context languages have, rulewise, quite small minimal deterministic recognizers. For example, the rules 343 and 865 give rise to the recognizers in Figure 6.

There are 1377 rules. The sum of the sizes of the recognizers is 10529 states and 16707 arcs. This means, on average, 7.6 states and 12.1 transitions per rule.

A grammar automaton recognizes the union of all contracted context languages. For FINCG,
The obtained minimal deterministic grammar automaton has only 5277 states and 13445 transitions. This saves some space because of the shared states. On average, each rule corresponds to 3.8 states and 9.8 transitions.

A striking thing in this automaton is that 98% of the states have 1-7 transitions and three states have 887-919 transitions. This suggests that, in the product construction, the computation of the product can be optimized by taking advantage of the size asymmetry inside the product states and the probability of the transitions. If $|F|$ is fixed, the product is computed in $O(ne)$ time where $e$ is the number of states in the grammar automat.

The total complexity of iterated context testing is bounded by $O(n^2|R|e)$. It is conjectured, however, that the average time complexity of a proper implementation is close to $O(ne \log |R|)$ because (i) the amortized $O(1)$ proximity and refreshing can eliminate the effect of $O(n)$ iterations and (ii) an average cohort is refined by partitioning it into two halves ($\log |R|$ rather than $|R|$).

5.5 Compilation of Contracted Contexts

The Infiltration In formal language theory (Sakarovitch, 2009), the infiltration of words $u, v \in \Gamma^*$, denoted with $u \uparrow v$, is defined as the set of words $w$ s.t. subwords $u$ and $v$ cover $w$ completely. More formally, $u \uparrow v$ consists of strings $x_1...x_n \in \Gamma^*$ for which

$I = \{i_1,...,i_n\}, i_1 < i_2 < ... < i_n, u = x_1...x_{i_1},$  
$J = \{j_1,...,j_n\}, j_1 < j_2 < ... < j_n, v = x_{j_1}...x_{j_n},$  
$I \cup J = \{1,...,n\}.$

The set $\{ABC, ABBC, ABCB, BACB, BCAB\} \subseteq \Gamma^*$, for example, is given as $AB \uparrow BC$. The operation extends additively to languages $U, V \subseteq \Gamma^*$ by the definition $U \uparrow V = \{w \in u \uparrow v | u \in U, v \in V\}$. The infiltration operation is implemented by a state pair construction over automat.

The Synchronization The CG compiler combines conjunctive conditions through the synchronized infiltration operation $U \uparrow_S \prec V$ where $U, V \subseteq \Sigma^*$. The infiltration is restricted in two ways: First, we define a set of synchronization symbols $S$ that include the cohort boundary symbol (●), and require that $\{i | x_i \in S\} \subseteq I \cap J$ holds for this set. Second, we require that the adjacent letters $x_i, x_{i+1}$ are in a strictly increasing order ($\prec$) if neither is the cohort boundary symbol (●). Feature symbols $SG+, SG-$ and $SG?$, for example, are incomparable letters of $\Sigma$, which means that they cannot be adjacent with each other.

The Anchors The relative conditions are anchored to the target cohort by a rule marker. Therefore, rule markers $@0.1, @0.2, @0.3, @0.4 \in R$ are called anchors. The linked conditions use other anchors whose shape is $@_{LINK}$ ($n \in 1, 2, ...$). Under the synchronized infiltration, the set of synchronization symbols includes the anchors shared by both $U$ and $V$. The internal anchors are suppressed after they have been used as synchronization symbols. The application of synchronized infiltration to linked conditions is illustrated in Figure 7.

6 The Implementation

The current rule compiler has been created by adapting the skeleton of the Foma tool (Hulden, 2009) to the purposes. The extensions include the infiltration operation, the symbol tables and other essential compiler logic. The compiler is integrated into the parser, whose data structures and algorithms were written from the scratch in order to optimize the computations on cohort automat. Some parts of the system are still under construction. Therefore, experiments on complete parsing are not yet available.

The contracted grammar automaton of 1380 rules is constructed in 20 seconds by the rule compiler. In the parser, about 110 000 cohort automat were read, minimized and mapped to the integer vectors of 1216 features in 1 second (2.2-Ghz Core-2-Duo laptop).

7 Evaluation

The presented parser design has many advantages that concern the space and time requirements and possible extensions. On the other hand, having two finite-state representations of the sentence is
clearly a conceptual complication, requiring a special parsing algorithm that ties the representations to each other.

**Space Advantages** The automaton representation of the grammar is close to the original grammar size, fitting easily into cache memories. The product of the grammar automaton and the sentence is small and easy to compute.

**Speed Advantages** The current design is a step towards high-speed CG parsing. This is argued by the following points: (i) The low space complexity sets better lower bounds for the time complexity. (ii) The iterations take advantage of the prior contextual tests. (iii) The cohort automata compress ambiguity. (iv) The contractions optimize the constructions. (v) The rules share various common parts, which makes the parallel testing of contexts faster. (vi) The combined contextual tests are compiled for each rule.

**Possible Extensions** The current design increases the flexibility of the CG rules: (i) The application mode can be altered easily. (ii) Coordinated disambiguation rules can be implemented for syntagmatic patterns. (iii) The context conditions can be arranged to levels of exceptions (r, r, r...). (iv) The rule formalism can be extended. (v) The borderline between morphological and syntactic rules can be removed by lexicalizing the intermediate mapping.

**8 Conclusions**

The paper has described a nonconventional CG parser architecture using finite-state methods. In the approach, the list representation of the readings is replaced with a cohort automaton and feature vectors. The readings and contexts are tested with contracted patterns. Iterated testing is optimized with inward processing. The presented architecture and its prototype are expected to lead to an efficient and flexible parser and enrich the related research.
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